
Connector Builder
Build your own custom CMDB connector via the new GUI
There will be a charge for this feature, please refer to your Account Manager for more details about pricing. More information will follow soon. 

What is the Connector Builder?

The Connector Builder Page allows you to 

develop custom connectors so you can integrate 

other external applications seamlessly with ASM. 

This page will be used to create and manage 

integrations with REST API’s.

Communication with the supported external 

applications is performed through connectors that 

you can now build in the Connector designer page in 

ASM, rather than wait for others to build and install 

them on your server.

The Connector Builder page only supports building 

custom CMDB connectors for the time being.

What problems does building 

a connector via the Connector 

Designer solve?

You can create a custom connector from scratch, build 

it exactly how you want it and get the information 

exactly how you need it! 

You can now build a custom connector in ASM 

that will allow you to communicate with external 

applications to discover resources on those 

applications. Once detected, those resources can be 

imported into ASM as Federated CMDB records or 

linked to the existing CMDB records.

To create a custom connector, you must describe the 

API you want to connect to so that the connector 

you’re building understands the API’s operations and 

data structures.

In the Connector Builder page, you can determine the 

types of resources to be imported from the supported 

categories: Bulletin, CMDB Item, Contract, Cost 

Center, Knowledge, Location, Organization, Person 

and Subscriber Group.



What types of data are supported?

Depending on the 3rd party system and the type of data it provides, you can choose and specify which type of value  

a variable has.

Data Type Used for Example

Blob Stores binary data as a single entity
Images, Audio, Multimedia 

objects, etc

Boolean Representing logical values TRUE, FALSE

DateTime
Stores an instant in time expressed as a calendar date 

and time of the day
YYYY-MM-DDThh:mm:ss, etc

Float (Real)
Numeric variable which includes all the integer 

numbers plus their fractions or decimals
3.15, 9.06, 00.13

GUID
Text string that represents and identification 

(Globally unique identifier) 

ID software, hardware, 

documents, etc.

Integer Numeric variable without a decimal-whole numbers 7,12, 999

Long
Used when you need a range of values more than 

those provided by Integer
 

Password Represents a password value  

String
Holds a list of characters of any length. Therefore, it 

can represent alphanumeric data and symbols 
Hello world, Alice, Alemba123

Text Text string Alemba
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Lifecycle

Build your connector 
and secure your API 

(Basic, OAuth)

Define, describe and 
customise your 

connector 

Test and use your 
connector

What happens after you build the 

connector in the configuration 

process?
Once your connector has been built and tested, you 

can put your custom connector to work. 

You will need to configure the connector for ASM to 

successfully connect to the 3rd party source with the 

specified parameters.

1. Define a source to configure instances of external 

sources with which ASM can connect in order 

to import or update objects and exchange 

information.  For integration with the Federated 

CMDB, a source is the system to which ASM 

can connect to import objects discovered by a 

network discovery tool into ASM or import users 

from a directory server. 

2. Configure the resources that you defined in the 

Connector Builder. This enables you to view the 

resource type configured on a selected source and 

create mappings for each of these resource types. 

This will allow you to create mappings between 

the external resource and ASM CMDB item fields.

3. You can view and create schedules for running 

scans on sources for the purpose of importing 

external resources.

4. You can view the resource link types configured 

on a selected source and create mappings for each 

of these link types.

5. You can set up appropriate security rights for 

Analysts to manage external resources
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Check out the following examples 

for some ideas

D E V I C E  4 2  C M D B  C O N N E C TO R  U S E  C A S E

Build and use a Device 42 Connector to get a 

complete out of the box CMDB integration based on 

all the accurate and correct data Device42 will collect. 

This will give you a complete full view of your IT 

infrastructure to identify, manage and verify all your 

configuration items in your system. 

• Client has been using the Device 42 Platform to 

document and manage his IT infrastructure in 

order to prepare for a Hardware Audit.

• Client also uses Alemba Service Manager but 

not all the hardware infrastructure has been 

introduced in the system, the CMDB has recently 

started to be populated with CMDB items.

• Client wants to collate all the information in a 

single record – in ASM.

• Client will be able to connect to the Device 

42 platform by building and defining a custom 

connector in the new Connector Builder Page  

in ASM:

• Connector Details: Device 42 Connector,  

chooses authentication type according to needs 

and preferences.

• Resource category: client determines the type of 

resources to be imported-configuration item in 

this case, gives the resource a name-Device, ID 

and a description so that resource can be used 

and identified in ASM.

• Client needs to populate the Query section with 3 

different types of API calls from Device 42.

• Query All will run when retrieving all the 

resources (configuration items-Devices) in Device 

42, runs a federated scan.

• Query Search runs when the Client will do a 

Search External Resources in ASM and it will 

bring back a live view of Device 42 with all the 

listed devices.

• Query Retrieve runs and brings back all the 

details when you select an individual item, a 

Device to see all the details.

• Resource unique identifier field: client will put 

the JSON attribute of the resource unique ID 

(device_id), the resource display name (Name) 

and resource las modified field (last_updated) and 

specify the data type for each one as appropriate 

(Integer, String, etc).

• Client creates a field set or multiple field sets to 

determine how the readable data retrieved from 

the Device42 platform will be represented as a 

list of fields in ASM and whatever will be specified 

here will appear in the Field mapping section 

when the connector will be configured. Field 

sets type needs to be specified, whether mapped 

(defines a query to execute to retrieve the raw 

field data while a list of field definitions define 

how individual fields should be extracted from 

the query results returned) or relative (works in a 

similar fashion, however does not execute a query, 

the fields are extracted from data associated with 

the current bookmark). It is important for the 

Client to ensure that all query definitions provide 

all the necessary data in which fields are retrieved 

(e.g. all, search and retrieve)).

• Client will run a test to run the queries to make 

sure that the API calls work as expected. Client 

will find in the Response section on the Test page 

all the information from that API call.

• Client will need to configure the connector for 

ASM to successfully connect to Device 42 source 

with the specified parameters. Client will view 

the Device resource configured on the Device 

42 source and will create mappings between this 

resource and CMDB item fields in ASM.

• All the information will be imported in ASM, 

giving the client a single pane of glass on his IT 

estate.
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A L E M B A  A P I  C O N N E C TO R  U S E  C A S E

Build and use a Alemba API Connector to create, 

update, delete or retrieve entities, such as CMDB 

items. This can help you integrate with another ASM 

system to keep the resources in sync in both  

ASM instances.

• Client has been using the ASM test system and 

has added new resources on that system in order 

to do some testing on that system.

• Client also has Alemba Service Manager in 

production, but the new resources haven't been 

added here.

• Client wants to collate all the information in a 

single record – in ASM production

• Client will be able to connect to Alemba API 

Explorer and build a custom connector in the new 

Connector Builder Page in ASM:

• Connector Details: Alemba Test to Prod 

Connector, chooses authentication type 

according to needs and preferences.

• Resource category: client determines the type of 

resources to be imported-configuration item in 

this case, gives the resource a name-Person New 

HR, ID and a description so that resource can be 

used and identified in ASM production.

• Client needs to populate the Query section  

with 3 different types of API calls from Alemba 

API Explorer.

• Query All will run when retrieving all the 

resources (Person New HR) in the ASM test 

system, runs a federated scan.

• Query Search runs when the Client will do a 

Search External Resources in ASM and it will 

bring back a live view of the ASM test system with 

all the listed person names and details.

• Query Retrieve runs and brings back all the 

details when you select an individual item, a 

Person to see all the details.

• Resource unique identifier field: Client will put 

the JSON attribute of the resource unique ID, the 

resource display name and resource las modified 

field and specify the data type for each one as 

appropriate (Integer, String, etc). Client will need 

to verify the name in the Property fields in the 

Alemba API Explorer page.

• Client creates a field set or multiple field sets to 

determine how the readable data retrieved from 

the Alemba Test system will be represented as a 

list of fields in ASM and whatever will be specified 

here will appear in the Field mapping section 

when the connector will be configured. 

• Client will run a test to run the queries to make 

sure that the API calls work as expected. Client 

will find in the Response section on the Test page 

all the information from that API call.

• Client will need to configure the connector for 

ASM to successfully connect to the ASM Test 

system source with the specified parameters. 

Client will view the Person New HR resource 

configured on the ASM Test to Prod source and 

will create mappings between this resource and 

CMDB item fields in ASM production.

• All the information will be imported in ASM 

production, giving the client a single pane of 

glass on his person records, including the new 

resources that were only added in the ASM  

test system.
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